Designing spatial visualization tasks for middle school students with 3D modelling software: An instrumental approach
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Abstract
In this work, certain pedagogical task designs to enhance middle school students’ spatial visualization ability, in the context of an instrumental approach, have been developed. 3D modelling software, SketchUp®, was used. In the design process, software tools were focused on and, thereafter, the aim was to interpret the instrumental genesis and spatial reasoning processes of two students on the use of the software tools. In the application of the tasks, it was observed that the students were easily familiar with certain tools; however, they were not good at some and needed instrumental reinforcement. Additionally, the student whose spatial ability performance was better than the other could easily accomplish manipulation of the tools. In light of the obtained results, certain recommendations are made.
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1. Introduction
Imagine that you are moving to a new apartment. Can you easily place your belongings to the rooms of the apartment in your mind? While walking down a street, can you visualize your actual position in relation to the city as a whole? These questions are related to your spatial ability performance, defined as a combination of abilities to imagine the visualization of an object from different viewpoints, rotating it and blending or integrating parts of the given
object (McGee, 1979; Olkun, 2003; Turgut, 2007). Therefore, it is worth noting that an arbitrary person, in daily life, uses this ability, for example, while reading street maps, explaining routes to others, slicing a pie for a number people, completing a puzzle or constructing self-assembly furniture (Arıcı & Aslan-Tutak, 2013; Hegarty, Richardson, Montello, Lovelace, & Subbiah, 2002; Wolbers & Hegarty, 2010). As a result, great attention has been given to spatial ability by Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) field educators (Bosnyak & Nagy-Kondor, 2008; Németh & Hoffmann, 2006; Newcombe, 2013; Newcombe & Stieff, 2012; Peters, Chisholm, & Laeng, 1995; Sorby, 2009). In addition, to the importance of spatial ability in the engineering sciences, spatial ability is an underpinning skill in the learning 2D and 3D geometry (Turgut, 2007).

Mathematics is a core factor in all other fields, because students are exposed it from primary school to graduate level. Due to this, the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (2000) emphasized that students’ engagement in spatial activities is important for their learning of geometry. Similar suggestions have also been proposed by revised Turkish middle school and higher mathematics curricula (Turgut & Uygan, 2014). Because the main objective of mathematics curricula is to prepare people for life in their environment, they contain spatial awareness activities, related to the development of students’ spatial location ability (Sarama & Clements, 2009). In conclusion, spatial ability comes to the forefront in students’ entire education processes, emphasizing the importance of the integration of pedagogical spatial ability task designs with formal education constructed on theoretical frameworks. In this context, in this work, the aim was to develop spatial visualization tasks for middle school students with 3D modelling software, SketchUp®, within three theoretical influences, spatial thinking in mathematics education (Gutiérrez, 1996), the cognitive process of geometric reasoning (Duval, 1995, 1998), and instrumental integration (Assude, 2007). In addition, pilot studies of designs with two students were conducted, with their experiences regarding the use of the software and their reasoning processes being presented in detail.

2. Theoretical Framework

2.1. Spatial thinking and mathematics education

Spatial ability has several sub-skill definitions being used interchangeably (Cantürk-Günhan, Turgut, & Yılmaz, 2009). McGee (1979) proposes two components of spatial ability; spatial visualization and spatial orientation. Turgut and Uygan (2013) define spatial visualization as ‘the ability to represent and manipulate visual objects mentally’ (p. 292). This sub-skill encompasses the action of manipulating objects in the mind, visualizing, rotating, integrating...
and disintegrating them, as well as mental transformations, such as matching and combining (Sarama & Clements, 2009). Spatial orientation can be defined as the ability to visualize views of given objects from different viewpoints. However, the distinction between spatial orientation and rotation is associated with the position of the object or of the observer (Xistouri & Pitta-Pantazi, 2006). Linn and Petersen (1985) categorize spatial ability into three sub-skills; spatial perception, mental rotation and spatial visualization. Spatial perception includes skills to comprehend relationships among figures and shapes through body orientation; mental rotation is associated with rotating figures mentally and quickly; however, spatial visualization includes multi-step manipulation of figures, such as the closure of surfaces, projecting, translating or blending.

The aforementioned skills may be included in all mathematics textbooks. Therefore, spatial ability appears as an important component of recent mathematics education research, because a strong positive relationship between spatial ability and mathematics achievement appears (Battista, 1990; Kayhan, 2005; Turgut, 2007). However, mathematics educators do not agree on the use of terminology for spatial abilities (Gutiérrez, 1996). We have such terms as mental or visual image (Presmeg, 1986), visualization (Yakimanskaya, 1991) and spatial thinking (Clements, 1998; Hauptman, 2010). In the literature, these are used interchangeably with the most common term being visualization among mathematics educators and, according to Gutiérrez (1996), this refers to a kind of ‘reasoning activity based on the use of visual or spatial elements, either mental or physical’. This is integrated into four elements, ‘mental images, external representations, the process of visualization and ability to visualization’ (p. 9). Due to the nature of mathematics, every concept might have special representation that corresponds to a mental image. At this point, a mental image is a cognitive visual or spatial depiction of a mathematical concept and it is the basic element for visualization (Gutiérrez, 1996). External representations are any kind of graphical pictures of concepts that assist in creating mental images, thereby opening a door onto visual reasoning. The process of visualization is associated with mental or physical actions with mental images, and it is composed of two main processes; the visual interpretation of information and the interpretation of mental images (ibid. p. 10). The first phase is to create mental images and the second is to generate information. As a result of these processes, as Gutiérrez (1996) summarizes, individuals should use one or more of the following abilities of visualization to carry out the necessary steps to create mental images and further manipulations (p. 10):
- **Figure-ground perception**: The ability to identify a specific figure by isolating it out of a complex background.

- **Perceptual constancy**: The ability to recognize that some properties of an object (real or in a mental image) are independent of size, colour, texture, or position and to remain unconfused when an object or picture is perceived in different orientations.

- **Mental rotation**: The ability to produce dynamic mental images and to visualize a configuration in movement.

- **Perception of spatial positions**: The ability to relate an object, picture, or mental image to oneself.

- **Perception of spatial relationships**: The ability to relate several objects, pictures, and/or mental images to each other, or simultaneously to oneself.

- **Visual discrimination**: The ability to compare several objects, pictures, and/or mental images to identify similarities and differences among them.

In conclusion, the spatial thinking process might include several steps of visualization and the creation of mental images. Therefore, in the case of learning 2D and 3D geometry, spatial thinking is a strong component of the process which helps someone to create additional images on the problem figure, integrate or disintegrate 3D models mentally, or to find an alternative viewpoint to solve a given mathematical task. Hypothetically, it can be stated that spatial thinking may help students to perform geometric reasoning. However, it is a complex process and visualization is only one part of it, as we will express in detail in the terms of Duval (1998).

### 2.2. Cognitive process of geometric reasoning

According to Duval (1998), students should apply three types of cognitive process while learning geometrical concepts; visualization, construction and reasoning. Within the visualization process, students focus on space and heuristic representations of concepts, intending to investigate different geometrical situations. Secondly, the construction process refers to operations for forming representations of geometrical concept features, which are learnt by students, considering geometrical requirements and using appropriate semiotic mediations. Thirdly, the reasoning process implies the exploration of mathematical relationships between concepts and the invariable features within them, and inferring, generalizing, proving and making explanation according to mathematical exploration. These three processes are not independent of each other, and effective applications of all of them in
the classroom support the geometrical thinking abilities of students. Moreover, according to Duval (1995), making sense of geometrical concepts is a complicated task for many students, and students apply four apprehension types while making sense of geometrical concepts; perceptual apprehension, sequential apprehension, discursive apprehension and operative apprehension. Perceptual apprehension is related to the recognition of visual properties of a geometrical concept at the first viewing of the representation of the concept. Sequential apprehension refers to whether students define a geometrical concept when they investigate construction or descriptions of the construction related to the concept. Discursive apprehension implies apprehension of properties that cannot be understood by perceptual reasoning, but which can be understood by inferring from exploration of specific geometrical properties. Operative apprehension is related to the mental or physical manipulation of a given figure with the intent of finding the solution of a problem that includes the figure (Deliyanni, Elia, Gagatsis, Monoyiou, & Panaoura, 2010).

In addition to this, Duval (1995) states that operative skills related to the manipulation and reconstruction of geometric figures are also critical in supporting students’ heuristic thinking on geometric concepts and, therefore, operative skills need to be supported by manipulative tools, such as computer software, which corresponds to this theoretical view (Wu, Lai, Chang, Sung, & Hsiao, 2012). The results of many studies indicate that information and communication technologies (ICT) tools provide students with effective learning environments to develop their reasoning skills related to the visualization and manipulation of geometrical figures (Arzarello, Bairral, & Dane, 2014; Noss & Hoyles, 1996; Turgut, 2010). On the other hand, the learning process of using computer software in effective ways with the aim of supporting manipulative operation skills is emphasized as a careful designed process in the instrumental approach (Trouche, 2004; Vérillon & Rabardel, 1995). Moreover, according to the instrumental approach, making students utilize schemes for ICT tools depends on their teachers guiding the process and the environment (Drijvers, Doorman, Boon, Reed, & Gravemeijer, 2010). Therefore, how a teacher guides a technology-enriched environment in order to interpret students’ mathematical reasoning is an important area and it has to be carefully shaped. The teacher’s role in the instrumental integration process needs to be examined.
2.3. The teacher’s role in the instrumental integration process

Assude, Griveau, Laborde, and Soury-Lavergne (2006) emphasize what a teacher’s role is when students’ instrumental geneses, related to using an artefact, are constructed researching the issue under the title, ‘instrumental integration’. Instrumental integration describes how teachers organize facilities of an artefact provided to students for the construction of instrumental schemes and decide which components of instrumental geneses need to be supported by teachers. Instrumental integration consists of four processes; (i) instrumental initiation, (ii) instrumental exploration, (iii) instrumental reinforcement and (iv) instrumental symbiosis.

The first step of instrumental integration is the instrumental initiation where students identify the technical features of the technology and how to use its specific tools. In this first process, the teacher’s purpose is to introduce the various uses of the specific tools of the technology to students, and to provide appropriate exercises for them. Interaction between technological knowledge and mathematical knowledge is at the lowest level in the instrumental initiation. The second step is instrumental exploration where teachers aim to improve students’ knowledge related to both the technology and mathematics simultaneously. In this step, students explore technology within certain mathematical tasks. The extent of the interaction between technological knowledge and mathematical knowledge occurs through instructional tasks dependent on the teachers’ assessments of students’ instrumental geneses and instructional decisions. Thirdly, if students face obstacles when they use technology as a mediation to complete mathematical tasks, they need instruction by teachers in regard to the correct and effective use the technology within mathematical tasks, called instrumental reinforcement. In this step, teachers guide students on how to overcome obstacles, which create gaps within the instrumental usage schemes of students. Finally, the fourth step is instrumental symbiosis, through which students are able to use technology as an effective learning tool, in the same way they would use rulers, protractors or compasses to accomplish mathematical tasks. In the instrumental symbiosis step, students benefit from their technological knowledge and mathematical knowledge simultaneously, in the other words, in a symbiotic way, when they explore mathematical tasks (Assude, 2007; Assude et al., 2006).

2.4. Integration of ICT to spatial ability training and the rationale of the study

Imagine someone playing a computer game. When the game is commenced by the player, there begins a manipulation process that is twofold; a continuing visualization and
imagination (Turgut & Uygan, 2014). At this point, an important question arises; does this process develop spatial ability? The answer is affirmative (De Lisia & Wolford, 2002; Subrahmanyam & Greenfield, 1994). Following effective results of computer game studies, researchers designed visualization and imagination-enriched environments to improve students’ spatial ability. Related studies on the effectiveness of ICT on spatial ability can be divided into three groups:

- Use of software in the training process (Kurtulus & Uygan, 2010),
- Spatial games (Hung, Hwang, Lee, & Su, 2012),
- Virtual reality applications (Hauptman, 2010).

In this respect, considering its important role in mathematics education, the development (training) of spatial ability with the aid of ICT tools has attracted great attention among mathematics educators. This is because monitoring ICT enables students to become involved in a direct and a continuous manipulation process, and to share their ideas and arguments with others. Accordingly, in the context of the development of mathematical tasks for spatial ability, geometric thinking is of crucial importance. This is because operational and cognitive manipulation of geometric shapes requires spatial thinking (Kalogirou & Gagatsis, 2011; Sarama & Clements, 2009). It has been confirmed that ICT-enriched learning environments can be effectively used not only for developing students’ ability of reasoning, conjecturing and argumentation skills (Arzarello, Olivero, Paola, & Robutti, 2002), but also for developing their spatial reasoning skills (Kurtulus, 2013). In parallel to this, in this work, the aim is to enhance middle students’ spatial reasoning skills by the development of certain spatial visualization tasks with SketchUp®, with reference to the theoretical considerations above, and to pilot pedagogical tasks with students in order to interpret their experiences and to describe their reasoning processes. Through this qualitative research, a connection among spatial thinking, instrumental approach and 3D modelling software has been established.

3. Methods

3.1. The software

The software used in this study, with the intent of supporting spatial ability training is SketchUp®, a 3D modelling software first designed by the Last Software Company in 2000. After six years, Google bought out the software company, developed further versions in a number of languages, called Google SketchUp®, and provided resources, in addition to licensed provision, for all Internet users to make 3D modelling free. Lastly, in 2012, the software was bought out by Trimble and has since been continually revised. Since 2000,
SketchUp® has benefited many designers working within the engineering and architectural disciplines (Murdock, 2009). Moreover, in recent years, various studies have indicated that the software might be used effectively for geometry learning, including tessellations, figural patterns, symmetry and spatial ability activities (La Ferla et al., 2009; Turgut & Uygan, 2013, 2014). An interface view of the software includes toolbars, axes with different colours (blue, yellow, red axes are x – y – z axes, respectively), a human model as a reference to make 3D models of buildings, models of the sky, of the ground and of skylines, as well as a measurements box.

3.2. Participants

The initial participants were four (two seventh, two eighth grade) (2 boys, 2 girls) middle school students. They were informed about the aims of the research, anonymity and the training process, and thereafter, in the context of the research, two spatial ability tests were proposed; a Mental Rotations Test (version A) consisting of twelve tasks (MRT – A) (Peters, Laeng, et al., 1995) and a Card Rotation Test (CRT) (Ekstrom, French, Harman, & Dermen, 1976). The first test was associated with the mental rotation performance of figures made from unit cubes (Figure 1). The participants were tasked with finding two figures the same as the given figure on the left side. Therefore, the participants had to find two correct answers from four alternatives. There were two distractors among them. Three minutes were given to each student to accomplish the task.

![The Target Item](Image)
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Figure 1. A sample MRT-A task

The second test, the CRT, was associated with rotating small figures in the mind and finding the same figures from eight alternatives. This test contained ten questions (each question had eight tasks; see Figure 2). Three minutes were given to each student to accomplish the task.

![The Target Item](Image)
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Figure 2. A sample CRT task
After they completed the MRT-A and CRT tests, the four students received training prepared by one of the authors. Meanwhile, the other author analysed the spatial ability test results. Finally, according to the researchers’ observations and spatial ability test results (one of the boys performed better than the others), two participants (one girl, eighth grade and one boy, seventh grade) were determined. They are given the pseudonyms Birgül and Davut.

3.3. Development of the tasks and the training process

In the development process of the tasks, three theoretical influences are followed; Gutiérrez (1996) (in particular, mental rotation, perception of spatial positions, perception of spatial relationships and visual discrimination steps); Duval (1995, 1998) (visualization, construction and reasoning, and operative skills processes) and Assude (2007) (instrumental integration). Within this framework, inspired by sample items from a doctoral thesis (on geographical information systems) (Lee, 2005), seven tasks (two for training and five for application) have been developed for middle school students. In this context, a number of activities were developed, including rotations of given squares in a 90 degree clockwise direction, counterclockwise direction or 180 degree and, thereafter, making them overlap to obtain the target image (examples will be provide later). Within this aim, the tools of SketchUp® were determined and adapted to the environment as artifacts. These were top view, pan, select, move, rotate, lines, eraser, rectangle, paint bucket and measurement box. The tool top view allows for a transformation of the interface from 3D to 2D to interpret the activities. In addition, only some of the SketchUp® tools, such as orbit and push/pull, were explained, being included in the tasks in order not to spoil the 2D interface. Pan was shown to the students to allow them to see other sides of the interface. Select was necessary for students to perform several steps of the tasks. The rotate and move tools were core elements in the implementation of the tasks and were necessary to rotate the given figures on the plane and to move the objects the figure overlapped. The lines and eraser tools were used to perform the steps of drawing new lines on the rotated figures and erasing wrong or unnecessary figures and surfaces. The rectangle and the paint bucket tools enabled students to construct squares via feedback and to paint surfaces intentionally. The measurement box tool enabled students to examine rotational angles while they are rotating the given figure. In addition, ‘colour feedback’ was emphasized when the midpoint of the edges was obtained.

In order to make students pursue the tasks, first, a training episode was implemented for students to accomplish the given tasks. In the instrumental initiation part of the design
training process, firstly, SketchUp® was outlined, with the kinds of drawings or models which can be constructed with it being explained to the students with examples. Thereafter, functions of the specific tools for SketchUp® pan, zoom and orbit were introduced. While the undo and redo tools were explained in detail, the orbit and zoom tools were omitted because the students would not have been able to use them in the application. Thereafter, the lines and rectangle tools and their functions were introduced, and how the colour feedback, square feedback and measurement box tools are used was explained. In order to look at things from different views, the views window was also introduced. In this sense, the students were allowed to make sample drawings and, within this process, the researchers intervened when there were failings on the use of the tools or incorrect drawings were made (Figure 3).

As a next step, the select, move and rotate tools, which were very important in performing the given tasks, were introduced with several examples, and possible mistakes which could occur were pointed out. Four possible mistakes were proposed to the students: (i) not selecting the whole figure to be rotated or moved; (ii) selecting the wrong points to move the figures; (iii) deficiencies in finding the centroid of the figures; and (iv) not controlling the measurement of angles from the measurement box. For the instrumental exploration part, two of the activities were given to students to enable them to practise the use of the tools accurately and quickly. The SketchUp® interface regarding this process is expressed in Figure 4.
In the instrumental exploration process, it was thought that deficiencies and mistakes could be detected while the students were using the select, rotate and move tools. The tasks in this step are related with how two squares should be rotated and moved one on top of the other. In these questions, the students found solutions comparing the given figures and thereafter, they evaluated their solutions in terms of the software’s tools. A sample task is given in Figure 5.

![Sample task for instrumental exploration part](image)

**Figure 5. Sample task for instrumental exploration part**

*The figure on the right is rotated clockwise 180 degrees, and the figure on the left is rotated 90 degrees clockwise. Thereafter, one of figures is moved (superposed) onto the other. Find the final image.*

In the third question, the students were requested to find the final image rotating the given two squares within certain angles and directions, and then moving one onto the other. Figures in this question were not as easy as in the previous question, and the researchers expected that the students would need to use the software’s tools more often. For this question, it was thought that students would first draw the solutions that they visualized in their minds on paper. It was then expected that the students would make dynamic images via the tools and
make reasoning while solving the task. It was thought that the students would complete the
task using a trial-and-error strategy.

![Figure 6. The squares used in the fourth task](image)

Two of the squares in the figure above are separately rotated within certain angles and
directions and the three figures are moved onto each other. Finally, the following figure is
obtained.

![Figure 7. The final image in the fourth task](image)

In which directions should these figures be rotated and at what angles?

In the fourth task, students were asked to obtain Figure 7. They were asked which two of the
figures (Figure 6) should be rotated in which directions and at what angles to achieve the
result also using the third figure. It was expected that the students would use the software’s
tools accurately and quickly. Moreover, it was also expected that they would use the
measurement box tool several times, using undo in the trial-and-error process.

In the fifth question, the students were requested to form (draw and move) figures in certain
directions and angles to achieve the given final image (Figure 8). This question was open-
ended as a fourth question and had multiple solutions to foster the students’ reasoning steps.
Besides this, it was expected that the students would use the lines, rectangle, and erase tools
and would underpin spatial reasoning via the *rotate* tool. The fifth task is presented in Figure 8.

*One of the three figures is rotated 180 degrees in a clockwise direction, the second is rotated 90 degrees in a clockwise direction and the last is rotated 90 degrees in an anticlockwise direction. They are then moved onto each other. Finally, the following figure is obtained:*

![Figure 8](image)

*Figure 8. The final image of the fifth task*

*Form these figures in SketchUp®.*

3.4. Analysis of the data

In order to analyze the obtained data, six steps as described in Braun and Clarke (2006) were followed; (i) familiarization with data, (ii) generation of initial codes, (iii) search for themes, (iv) review of themes, (v) defining and naming themes, and (vi) producing the report.

4. Results

4.1. Birgül’s initial instrumental genesis process regarding the software

1. It was observed that Birgül was able to determine the midpoints of edges and diagonal lines in quadrangles as well as the centroid of quadrangles with the help of the *colour feedback* tool during the activities, using this tool very effectively.
2. It was seen that she used the *drawing* tool easily while dividing the square surface into equally sized parts and drawing diagonal lines in a square.
3. It was observed that Birgül continuously examined the changing values of angles given in the measurement control box, so as to finish the rotation accurately according to the given rotational angles.
4. It was observed that Birgül initially preferred to rotate by pressing and holding the left click button of the mouse on random points on the quadrangles, but later rotated them using the corner points of these quadrangles.
4.2 The instrumental reinforcement Birgül needs

1. While using the *rotate* tool, Birgül started without selecting the entire image. At this point, the researcher reminded her how to do it. It is clear that Birgül quickly realized her mistake after support was given.

2. While moving the images, Birgül tried to move the image onto another one by pressing and holding the left click button of the mouse on a random point of the image. However, she did not manage to move the image to the place she wanted. At this point, the researchers pointed out that moving would be easier if it was done by pressing and holding the left click button of the mouse on certain special points (corners). Birgül did the moving correctly after a short time accordingly.

3. While painting a square surface, Birgül received support from the researchers in regard to distinguishing the surfaces from each other and making this selection separately. She managed to do it by herself after a short time.

4. Birgül especially asked for help in deleting the triangular areas she formed. The researchers showed her how to do it by using the right click button of the mouse. However, it took some time for Birgül to make the deletion herself. She made mistakes while selecting the images and deleted ones she did not want to by mistake. At this phase, the researchers emphasized the importance of making correct selections.

*Deleting* is a task for which Birgül needed instrumental reinforcement.

5. It was observed that initially Birgül did not know how to correct mistakes she had made. At this point, the researchers showed Birgül how to use the *undo* tool.

4.3 Birgül's instrumental utilization scheme

The utilization scheme for the activities realized by Birgül for the first four tasks, as part of the 2D spatial visualization studies, involved the following steps:

- Selecting the entire image - determine its midpoint using the *colour feedback* tool and mark it as the rotation point - press and hold the left click of the mouse on any point of the square or its corners in order to rotate the image - get feedback from the measurement control box and rotate the image - select the *move* tool and move the shape by clicking and holding on the corner point – superpose this corner point of the image with the corresponding corner of the other.

The scheme for the fifth task is as follows:

- Find the midpoints with the help of the *colour feedback* tool - divide the image into pieces, drawing lines passing through the midpoints and diagonal lines - select the redundant parts
and delete them - select those suitable and paint them using the paint box tool - delete certain surfaces to make them transparent - rotate those completed by following the process and move them onto each other, evaluating the result.

4.4 Birgül’s spatial reasoning during the process
Birgül arrived at a decision in the first two tasks by rotating the images in her mind first. Later, she decided which image she would take as a reference while working with the software (generally the image on the left). It was observed that she had difficulty in carrying out the rotation tasks, requiring an anticlockwise rotation whilst working on clockwise ones, in her mind. It was seen that she received help while conducting anticlockwise rotations using certain special tools. Birgül stated, at the end of the process, “You can, at least, try while using the software. It is difficult here (the working sheet). It is easier to visualize here (software)”. It was observed that Birgül always focused on the manipulation of the images on the left for the open-ended questions. She found it difficult when she had to start with the images on the right. At this phase, it was observed that she re-examined the image by moving it to the left of the other shapes and achieved the task objectives very quickly.

A sample process is described in the notes of researchers as follows: “When Birgül compares the image she formed (the one on the left) with the one in the centre, she is not able to figure out how to rotate the one in the centre (it is necessary to rotate the shape clockwise or $90^0$ anticlockwise). Birgül gives up on the last task and moves the image on the right onto the one in the centre by pressing and holding it on the corner points.”

The fifth task states that the image at the bottom is formed by rotating three images and superposing them all together; one of the images is rotated $90^0$ clockwise, the other $90^0$ anticlockwise and the third one $180^0$. 

Figure 9. Birgül’s reasoning steps for the fourth task
It was observed that Birgül divided the blank square templates into four pieces very quickly and started to think about them when she started the fifth task. Later, she did not make instant decisions regarding the next image to be formed or their positions. She tried to form the required images through a trial and error technique and followed a spatial-analytical strategy.

While Birgül was examining the images required to be formed in the tasks, she divided the image at the bottom simply into three pieces in her mind (two equal squares and one right triangle) and thought about the shapes of these pieces. On the other hand, Birgül examined the possible shapes of the images rotated anticlockwise, and superposed these images by rotating them, keeping the image to be rotated anticlockwise to a later time. In addition, she was observed to regularly apply the following tools while forming the outcome image: *rotating; deleting; redrawing; and clock / anticlockwise rotation.*

In this process, the software is thought to support Birgül by providing a dynamic visualization of moving images and a user-friendly application of rotation tasks.

### 4.5 Davut’s initial instrumental genesis process regarding the software

1. It was observed that Davut was easily able to determine the midpoints of edges and diagonal lines in quadrangles as well as the midpoints of quadrangles with the help of the *colour feedback* tool during the activities.
2. Davut was observed to use the *quadrangle* tool as well as the *drawing* tool while dividing the square area into equal parts. In addition, he formed small squares ¼ of the overall square area with the help of the *square feedback* tool.
3. It was observed that Davut used 15° parts as measured by the protractor while conducting the rotation accurately depending on the angle given for the particular task.
4. It was observed that Davut used the undo tool often and very quickly while working on the images.

5. David was observed to move the image by pressing and holding the left click button of the mouse on the midpoint and superpose it with the midpoint of the other image.

6. It was observed that Davut rotated the quadrangles by pressing and holding the left click button of the mouse on the midpoints of their edges.

7. Davut was observed to use the paint bucket tool correctly to paint the polygonal areas he had formed using the software.

4.6 Instrumental reinforcement Davut’s needs

1. Before Davut used the rotation function for the first time, he asked which axis he could use for the rotation. At this point, the researchers told him that the blue protractor icon should be clicked, since it works on a surface formed by the red and the green axis.

2. Since Davut was not able to select the entire image during the rotation of the quadrangle, the result was a deformation in its shape. At this point, the researchers reminded Davut that the entire image should be selected first.

3. Davut asked for help while deleting certain parts of the image he had formed. The researchers told that the delete option should be clicked after the part to be deleted is selected by a right click button of the mouse. Davut quickly learned how to use this method.

4. Davut received a little help from the researchers while deleting redundant surfaces. After this support, Davut was able to apply the deleting function quickly and effectively.

4.7 Davut’s instrumental utilization scheme

The utilization scheme for the activities realized by Davut for the first four tasks, as part of the 2D spatial visualization studies, involved the following:

Select the entire image - determine the midpoint of the image with the help of the color feedback tool and mark this point as the rotation point - press and hold the left click button of the mouse on the midpoint of the square in order to rotate the image - rotate the image using 15° parts on the protractor sign at the given angles - select the entire image to be moved - select the move tool and move the image by pressing and holding the left click button of the
mouse on the midpoint or corner point - superimpose the clicked and held point of the image with the corresponding point of the other image.

The utilization scheme for the fifth task follows this order:
Find the mid-points of the corresponding edges in the square template - draw a line connecting the midpoints of two corresponding edges - draw a square having a \( \frac{1}{4} \) size of the square template with the help of quadrangle tool and the square feedback available in this tool - select the pieces thought to be redundant and delete them - draw a diagonal line for the \( \frac{1}{4} \) unit size square and delete half to make a right angle triangle - select the necessary areas and paint them using the paint bucket tool - delete certain pieces to make them transparent - superimpose the formed pieces by the process mentioned above and evaluate the outcome.

4.8 Davut’s spatial reasoning during the process
Davut always focused on the manipulation of the image on the left while starting reasoning on the images. He stated that it was easier to start the process this way. Davut thought about the rotated versions of the images separately and drew them on a piece of paper accordingly. However, the researchers observed that Davut did not draw certain parts and realized his mistake while examining the moving images in the software. In addition, Davut was observed to draw the rotated versions of the images on paper by rotating the paper accordingly. At this point, it was thought that Davut avoided imagining the rotation in his mind.

It was observed that Davut rarely examined the measurement control box. In addition, he rotated the images quickly and accurately and followed a spatial holistic strategy. In other words, he took the protractor icon rather than the measurement control box as a reference. As for the solution to task four, Davut did not have difficulty in the anticlockwise rotation and superimposing the images. In addition, he was observed to initially focus on the 180° rotation and later the 90° anticlockwise rotation tasks whilst examining the rotations for this open-ended question.

While examining the solution to task five, Davut was seen to simply divide the image given into 3 pieces, divide the square templates into two equal pieces through lines and draw squares inside these templates as a \( \frac{1}{4} \) scale of the original. Davut drew the pieces of the image given into blank templates in such a way that they would be in the same position, and completed the task accordingly. In other words, he integrated deductive reasoning into the spatial reasoning process at this phase.
Across this study’s results, Table 1 summarizes the instrumental utilization schemes of Birgül and Davut in the context of the proposed spatial visualization tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Students’ First Instrumental Genesis</th>
<th>Instrumental Reinforcement by Teachers</th>
<th>Support of the software in reasoning process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Using colour feedback accurately *</td>
<td>Selecting the image prior to rotation**</td>
<td>Dynamic visualization on the images required to be rotated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using drawing tool accurately*</td>
<td>Selecting special points on the image during rotation</td>
<td>The support for the visualization of anticlockwise rotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Following the angle value in the measurement control box</td>
<td>Selecting surfaces prior to painting</td>
<td>The support for the visualization of angle values***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using corner points of figures in rotation tasks</td>
<td>Selecting the target part prior to deletion**</td>
<td>The support for the evaluation of the drawings made on paper***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The use of the undo tool</td>
<td>The support in exchanging the positions of 2D shapes (right-left)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birgül</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using the square tool while using the quadrangle tool</td>
<td>Determining the axis to be used for rotation</td>
<td>Dynamic visualization on the images required to be rotated***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using drawing tool accurately*</td>
<td>Selecting the image prior to rotation**</td>
<td>The support for the visualization of angle values***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using angle values in protractor icon during rotation</td>
<td>Selecting the target part prior to deletion**</td>
<td>The support for the evaluation of the drawings made on paper***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using undo tool</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using move tool accurately</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using the midpoints of edges during rotation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using the paint bucket tool accurately</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davut</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*, ** and *** indicate common schemes in each columns.

5. Discussion and Implications

In this work, the first aim was to develop spatial visualization tasks in the context of an instrumental approach. The second aim was to investigate middle students’ experiences and their spatial reasoning processes while they were solving the proposed tasks. The results
reveal that the students were able to apprehend the software’s artefacts and their usage and they were able to use those artefacts in solving the tasks quickly. Although the researchers considered when the students would need instrumental reinforcement before the application of the tasks, the students had more deficiencies on the use of the undo and erase tools. However, through the researchers’ reinforcement, the students accomplished the use of the desired tools. The students focused on certain specific tools of the software while they were implementing the tasks and during the reasoning process. In addition to this, they used some tools as complementary. These tools are summarized in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Tools for Reasoning</th>
<th>Complementary Tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measurement Box</td>
<td>Drawing tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotate</td>
<td>Delete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Move</td>
<td>Paint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protractor Sign</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The students were able to follow different steps while they were creating dynamic visual images. These steps are presented in Figure 11. Figure 11 shows that while Davut implemented certain operations that needed to be manipulated in his mind (e.g. comparing the figures in different positions), Birgül was able to perform the next step after she completed the interim steps (e.g. reasoning on an anti-clockwise rotation). We believe that these differences are due to their different spatial ability performances that were measured before the training and application. As a result of this, we observed that the student with higher spatial ability managed to implement his instrumental genesis with regard to use of SketchUp® quickly.
Figure 11. Students’ spatial reasoning processes while solving the tasks

Experimental-quantitative studies conducted in the literature show that spatial ability can be trained with 3D manipulation (Kurtulus & Uygan, 2010; La Ferla et al., 2009). However, in this qualitative study, we highlight the students’ experiences and psychological processes with respect to use of SketchUp®. Moreover, we describe how learning environments should be designed to interpret students’ thinking processes and which steps should be carefully prepared in detail. In addition, we observe that to contribute to middle school students’ mental rotation skills, SketchUp® can be used within similar carefully designed tasks. One limitation of this work is that we only focused on students’ 2D mental rotation skills. For follow up studies, we suggest that pedagogical designs for middle school students using SketchUp® 3D tools, orbit, push-pull and suchlike, may be effectively developed by researchers.
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